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Abstract. This work deals with seismic protection of steel building structures using hysteretic energy
dissipators. The sensitivity of the performance of these systems to the design parameters of the dissipative
devices is numerically investigated. Particular/y, the influence of the vertical distribution of the yielding
forces of the dissipators is deeply examined; two major approaches are compared. Comparison is
established in ternlS of the response of a 15 story steel frame subjected to the Lorca earthquake. lnitial
results seem to indicate little sensitivity of that response to the design yielding forces of the dissipators.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The 2011 earthquake in Lorca (11-05-2011) is the most destructive event ever recorded in Spain,
causing nine fatalities and other severe consequences. Its importan!intensity was rather unexpected, and a
serious concern regarding the vu lnerabi l ity of the bu i ld ing stock in Spain therefrom arose. Th is paper
analyzes the performance, under the Lorca earthquake, of a 15-story steel frame hu i ld ing. This
construction type has been chosen for being vu lnerable to earthquakes and being vastly widespread in
Spain. The seism ic performance under the Lorca earthquake is munerically invest igated through non l inear
time-history analyses. Three cases are considered: unbraced fTame (bare fTame), concentrically braced
rrame with chevron braces (braced frame), and frame protected with hysteretic energy d issipators
(protected rrame). Energy d issipative dev ices are installed connecting chevron braces with the top floor
beam. Hysteretic devices (e.g. based on plasti fication of metals) have been chosen because their
satisfactory performance, simpl icity, moderate cost, robustness and low maintenance requ irements. The
design y ieldi ng forces of the d issipators have been obtained after the complex formu lation described in
the works [Benavent-CI iment 20 JI,2014] and the simpler strategy presented in [Foti et al. 1998].
In itial resu lts hi gh l ight the capacity of d issipators to reduce the dynam ic response, and the l ittle
sensitiv ity of that performance to the design parameters of the d issipators. Research to confirm and
extend these prel im inary conclusions is nowadays in progress. Th is work is a part of a wider research
effort aim ing to reduce the seism ic risk in Spain by extensive use ofenergy d issipators.

2. CONSIDERED BUILDING

dampers is obtained by establishing the energy balance of the system, and the total lateral strength
distribution (i.e. frame + dampers) is determined to provide a rather uniform distribution of the
cumulative ductility η in each level along the building height. The latter is achieved by adopting as lateral
strength distribution the maximum shear-force distribution in an equivalent elastic undamped shear strut
with similar lateral stiffness distribution along its height, subjected to a bilinear energy input spectrum. In
this procedure, the earthquake hazard is characterized in terms of input energy and several seismological
parameters (predominant period of the soil TG, ID index [Manfredi 2001], etc.) that take into account the
proximity of the earthquake to the source. The study has been carried out for near-fault inputs with
dimensionless index ID = 7.5, medium stiffness soil with predominant period TG = 0.52 s, input energy in
terms of equivalent velocity VD = 64.6 cm/s and ratio between the hysteretic and input energies VE / VD =
0.7 [Akiyama 1985]. Value of VD has been obtained from the reference [Benavent-Climent et al. 2002]
for moderate seismicity regions of Spain, like Lorca. The obtained values of the yielding forces of the
dissipators are compared with those arising from the simpler formulation in [Foti et al. 1998]. This
approach relies on representing the effect of the expected seismic action in terms of equivalent static
forces; then, the yielding force at each story is selected as a given percentage of the corresponding
internal shear forces in each set of dissipators in a given story and direction.
Table 2Table 2 displays the design yielding forces and initial stiffness of the dissipative devices in
two major cases: in the complex approach described in [Benavent-Climent 2011, 2014] and in the
simplified method in [Foti et al. 1998]. In this last case, three criteria are considered for the vertical
variation of the pushing forces: triangular, uniform and sinusoidal. In the complex approach, corner
period TG = 0.52 s. As shown in Table 2Table 2, the same base shear yielding force (2920 kN) is assumed
in the four cases. Figures in Table 2Table 2 correspond to x direction; yielding forces in a single floor and
in a single two-bay frame. Since the simplified method does not determine initial stiffness, the same ratio
between yielding forces and initial stiffness has been assumed.
Table 2. Design yielding forces (kN) / initial stiffness (kN/mm) of the hysteretic dissipators
Design criterion
Floor No. [Benavent Climent
Triangular
Uniform
Sinus
2011, 2014]
1
2920 / 2229
2920 / 2229
2920 / 2229
2920 / 2229
2
2830 / 1338
2895 / 1369
2725 / 1288
2065 / 976
3
2737 / 836
2847 / 870
2531 / 773
1460 / 446
4
2640 / 669
2774 / 703
2336 / 592
1117 / 283
5
2537 / 446
2676 / 470
2141 / 376
902 / 159
6
2426 / 393
2555 / 414
1947 / 315
756 / 122
7
2304 / 334
2409 / 349
1752 / 254
650 / 94
8
2169 / 268
2238 / 277
1557 / 192
570 / 70
9
2016 / 239
2044 / 242
1363 / 162
507 / 60
10
1842 / 191
1825 / 189
1168 / 121
457 / 47
11
1642 / 191
1582 / 184
973 / 113
416 / 48
12
1409 / 178
1314 / 166
779 / 98
381 / 48
13
1138 / 177
1022 / 159
584 / 91
352 / 55
14
819 / 177
706 / 153
389 / 84
327 / 71
15
444 / 172
365 / 141
195 / 76
305 / 118

5 LORCA EARTHQUAKE
2011 Lorca earthquake (11-05-2011) is the most damaging seismic event ever recorded in Spain [IGN
2011]. Its magnitude is rather moderate (Mw = 5.1; [IGME 2011]), therefore, the intensity is mostly
contributed by other circumstances as the extremely shallow hypocenter (the hypocentral depth is
estimated as 2 km), the high proximity between the epicenter and the city center (2.9 km until the
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